Imprint
The duty to inform according to §5 E-Commerce law, §14 Business Code, §63
trade regulations and disclosure requirement according to §25 media law.
Feuchter GmbH
Kenzianweg 8
4780 Schärding
Austria
Object of the company: clothing for military, authorities and general protective clothing.
UID-Number: ATU58004527
Company register number: FN 247173 s
Commercial court: district court Ried am Innkreis
Headquarters: 4780 Schärding
Phone: +43 7712-29500-0
Fax: + 43 7712-29500-20
Mail: office@feuchter.com
Executive director: Klaus-Dieter Feuchter
source: created with the imprint generator of firmenwebseiten.at in cooperation with
aboutbusiness.at
EU-dispute settlement
According to regulation about online dispute settlement in consumer affairs (ODR regulation) we
would like to inform you about the online dispute settlement (OS platform).
Consumer have the possibility to address complaints to the online dispute settlement platform under
http://ec.europa.eu/odr?tid=221114936.
You can find the contact details, which are necessary for that, in our imprint above.
However we want to inform you, that we are unwilling to do so and are not required to take part in
dispute settlement procedures in front of a consumer arbitration board.
Liability for contents of this website
We develop contents of this website constantly and we endeavor to provide correct and current
information. Sadly we can't assume liability for the correctness of all contents in the website,
especially for those from third parties.
If you notice problematic or illegal contents, we ask you to contact us immediately, you can find the
contact details in the imprint.
Liability for links on this website
Our website contains links to other websites for whose content we are not responsible. Liability for
linked websites doesn't consist according to §17 ECG, because we hadn't and haven't knowledge
about illegal activities, and we didn't notice such illegalities yet and we would remove links
immediately, when we notice that.
If you notice illegal links at our website, we aks you to contact us, you can find the contact details
in the imprint.

Copyright notice
The text content of this website is subjected to the copyright. If necessary, we will legally persue the
unauthorized use of parts of the contents of our site.
Picture credits
Pictures, photos and graphics are subjected to the creative commons CC0. Feuchter GmbH doesn't
have any rights on it.
www.unsplash.com

